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A pair of arcs of a digraph D are consecutive if the terminal point of one is 
the initial point of the other. An arc-coloring of D is an assignment of colors 
to the arcs so that no pair of consecutive arcs have the same color and the 
urc-chromutic number, c(D), is the minimum number of colors in an arc- 
coloring of D. 
It is shown that if T,, is the transitive tournament on n points then c(T”) = 
{log, n} but [(n + 1)/2] colors r&ice if the co101 classes are required to be oriented 
trees. It is further shown that if D is the complete digraph (an arc from any point 
to any other point) on n points then c(D) N log, n. Finally it is shown that if a 
digraph D is n-arc-colorable it is 2”-(point) colorable and this bound is best. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Line-colorings of undirected graphs have been studied by several 
authors (see, for example, Chapter 14 of Ore [3], and the associated 
bibliography). We present here results concerning an analog of line-color- 
ings for directed graphs. 
We will use the terminology of Harary [I]; however we require a few 
additional definitions. A weakly connected oriented graph which contains 
no weak cycles will be called an oriented tree. A pair of arcs are said to 
be consecutive if the terminal point of one is the initial point of the other. 
An arc-coloring of a digraph D is an assignment of colors to the arcs of D 
so that no pair of consecutive arcs have the same color. Finally, the 
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arc-chromatic number of a digraph D, denoted c(D), is the minimum 
number of colors in an arc-coloring of D. We follow custom in using 
[x] and {x} for the greatest integer no larger than x and the least integer 
no smaller than x, respectively. 
We first consider arc-colorings of transitive tournaments and then show 
that asymptotically an equal result holds for complete digraphs. Finally 
relations between colorings and arc-colorings of digraphs are obtained. 
2. ARC-COLORINGS OF TRANSITIVE TOURNAMENTS 
Let T,, be the transitive tournament on n points. We first consider the 
problem of finding the smallest number of colors in an arc-coloring of 
T,, so that each color class is an oriented tree. Since a tree on n points 
has iz - 1 lines, at least 
colors will be required. In Theorem 2 we will show that this number is 
also sufficient. The proof will require the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. A weakly connected digraph on n points with n - 1 arcs is 
an oriented tree. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. The lemma is trivially true for 
II = 1. Suppose it holds for n, and let the digraph D have n + 1 points, 
n arcs, and be weakly connected. Since the total degree of D is 2n and 
it is weakly connected, some point a has total degree 1. The subgraph 
D - v has n points, n - 1 arcs, and is weakly connected, and hence is an 
oriented tree. But since v has total degree 1, it cannot be contained in a 
weak cycle, and hence D is an oriented tree. 
We will have several occasions to use the following simple property 
of acyclic digraphs, the proof of which may be found in [2, p. 268, 
Theorem lo]: 
PROPERTY A. Each point vi of an acyclic digraph D can be assigned 
an integer ni so that for every arc vtvi in D, ni < n5 . 
THEOREM 2. A transitive tournament T, on n points can be arc-colored 
with [(n + 1)/2] colors so that each color chzss is an oriented tree. 
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ProoJ We note first that it suffices to prove the theorem for n even, 
since in that case T,,, can be colored with 
[ 
@J +:, +‘I = [” ; ‘1 +1 
colors by coloring the first n points with [(n + 1)/2] colors, and coloring 
the n arcs into the last point with the remaining color. 
Now let n = 2m. By Property A we may label the points of T, as 
Ul , UP ,**-, U 112 9 %z , &n-l ,.'., 01 , SO that uiuj is in T,, if i <j, Uivj is in 
T, for all i, j < m, and V<Uj is in T,, for i > j. Define the m color classes 
needed by including in each class the arcs indicated as follows: 
Ck,k=l,...,m-1: ukvk, 
u&k+1 , i=l k, ,a-‘, 
UkVi , i = k + 2,..., m, 
uivk s i = k + 2,..., m, 
vk+lvi 9 i = I,..., k. 
cm : 4&n, 
W&-l, i = 2,..., m, 
wi+1, i = l,..., m - 1. 
Note that each Ck, k = l,..., m - 1, is an induced subgrouph of T,, 
which includes all IZ points and n - 1 arcs. Since each arc in C, is incident 
with uk, uk+l, vk, or uk+l, and these points are joined by the arcs 
ukuk+l , ukuk , and vk+luk , all in Ck , Ck is weakly connected. Hence, by 
Lemma 1, Ck is an oriented tree. 
Similarly, C, has all II points, n - 1 arcs, and is weakly connected, 
since ulv2 , u3v2 , u,v, ,..., u,v, ,..., u,v, , u,v, , u,v, is a spanning semi- 
path. Again using Lemma 1, C, is an oriented tree. 
Since there are m color classes, each containing n - 1 arcs, m(n - 1) = 
(3 arcs have been colored, and if we show that each arc has been colored 
at least once no duplicate colors will have been assigned to any arc. But 
from the definitions of the color classes, 
UiUj E Cj-1 3 
v&.$ E C&l , 
UiVj E Ci 9 i<j-2, 
UiVj E Cm 9 i=j*l, 
UiVj E Ci 3 i =j, 
UiVj E C.j 3 i>j+2. 
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Hence each arc has been colored. Finally, if any color class contains a 
pair of consecutive arcs, some point must be both an initial and a terminal 
point; but, in Ck , k < m, only ui , i # k + 1 and v~+~ are initial points, 
and only vi, i # k + 1, and uk,+r are terminal points, while in C, only 
the ui are initial points and only the vi are terminal points. This completes 
the proof. 
We consider next arc-colorings of transitive tournaments where the 
restriction that each color class be an oriented tree is removed. 
LEMMA 3. If c(T,) = k, c( T2,J < k + 1. 
Proof. Label the points of T,, so that pipi is in T,, , if i < j. The points 
labeled p1 ,..., pn induce a transitive subtournament, as do pla+l ,..., pzn , 
and each of these subtournaments can be arc-colored with k colors, using 
the same k colors for each. The only arcs of T, not yet colored are of the 
form pipi , 1 < i < y1 < j < 2n. But since no two of these can be conse- 
cutive, all of these may be colored with a single color, and only k + 1 
colors have been used. 
If n = 2, obviously one color will do. T3 requires two colors, and T4 
can also be %-colored, by assigning the two classes C, : p1p2 , p1p4 , p3p4, 
and C, : pzp3 , p1p3 , pzp4 . T5 requires three colors, since, if only two 
are used, the arcs pipi+l , i = l,..., 4 must alternate in color, which means 
plpz and p4p5 are colored differently, and neither color can be used on 
pzp4 . The arc-chromatic number of T, for all n is given by the following 
theorem, and is the natural generalization of the above values for c(T,J: 
THEOREM 4. c(T,J = k for 2”-l < n < 2k. 
Proof. We show first that, if n < 2”, T, can be arc-colored with k 
colors. This follows easily by induction from the fact that T4 can be 
2-colored as shown above, and Lemma 3. It remains only to show that 
T, , n = 2”, is the largest transitive tournament which can be k-colored. 
We again use induction; note that T4 is, as shown above, the largest 
2-colorable transitive tournament, and suppose that, for some m = 2k, 
T, is the largest k-colorable transitive tournament. Consider T, for 
n > 2k+1. If T, is (k + 1)-colorable, select a color class C. Note that, since 
C contains no pair of consecutive arcs, each point of T, , considering 
only arcs of C, is a local source (indegree 0), local sink (outdegree 0), or 
isolate of C. Let S, be the set of local sources of C, S, the set of local 
sinks and isolates of C. Each arc of C must have its initial point in S, 
and its terminal point in S, . Hence the transitive ioumaments induced 
by S, and S, , respectively, have no arcs of class C, and are thus k-colored. 
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But, since n > 2k+1, one of the sets S, and S, must have at least 2” + 1 
points. This contradicts the induction hypothesis that T, , m = 2”, is the 
largest k-colorable transitive tournament, and completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
The result of this theorem can be stated concisely in the form 
c(TJ = Gxd. 
The upper bound implied by Theorem 4 also applies to acyclic digraphs. 
It follows from Property A that any acyclic digraph D with n points can 
be imbedded in the transitive tournament T, . Since an arc-coloring of 
T, is obviously an arc-coloring of D when restricted to D we have: 
COROLLARY 5. IfD is an acyclic digraph on npoints then c(D) < {log, n}, 
3. ARC-COLORINGS OF COMPLETE DIGRAPHS 
We now turn to arc-colorings of arbitrary digraphs which in turn leads 
us to consider complete digraphs since any digraph on n points can be 
imbedded in the complete digraph on n points. We show that asymptoti- 
cally we obtain the same result for arbitrary digraphs as was obtained in 
Corollary 5 for acyclic digraphs. We will require the following result of 
Sperner [4]: 
SPERNER'S LEMMA. The maximal number of subsets of a set of n elements 
which can be selected so that no subset contains another is 
n 
N(n) = n i) [I . z
THEOREM 6. The largest integer m such that every digraph on m points 
can be arc-colored with n colors is m = N(n). 
Proof. It suffices to consider complete digraphs, that is, digraphs 
containing both uv and vu for each pair of points u and v. Let D be com- 
plete on p points, and suppose D can be arc-colored with n colors. 
Associate with each point u the set S, of colors represented by the arcs 
whose initial point is u. If uv is an arc of D, S, c S, since the color of 
uv cannot be represented in S, . But D is complete, so no S, can be con- 
tained in any S, . Hence Sperner’s Lemma gives p < N(n). 
The following construction shows that the bound can actually be 
achieved. Let D be complete on N(n) points, and to each point v of D 
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associate one of the N(n) n-place binary numbers which have exactly 
[I] ones. Denote this number by b(v). Let each color correspond to one 
of the n places, and for each pair of nodes u and v, color the arc uv with 
the color associated with some place where b(u) has a one and b(v) has a 
zero. Since each number has exactly the same number of ones, and no 
two are identical, this is always possible, and arcs coming into a point v 
have colors corresponding to zeros in b(v), while arcs from v have colors 
corresponding to ones in b(v). Hence no consecutive pair of arcs have 
the same color. 
COROLLARY 7. The complete digraph on n points requires asymptotically 
log, n colors in an arc-coloring. 
Proof. Letf(n) be the number of points in the largest complete digraph 
that can be arc-colored with n colors. Then by Theorem 6 and Stirling’s 
formula we have logf(n) N n log 2. This gives 
f-‘(n) - $ = log, n. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN COLORINGS AND ARC-COLORINGS 
A graph or digraph is said to be n-colorable if its points can be assigned 
colors so that no adjacent pair has the same colors and only n colors 
are needed. 
THEOREM 8. If a digraph D is N(n)-colorable it is n-arc-colorable. 
Proof. Let C be the complete digraph on N(n) points, and color each 
of the points on C with a different color. By Theorem 6, C can be arc- 
colored with n colors. Now, if an arc of D has initial point colored c1 
and terminal point colored cZ , color the arc with the color used on the 
arc of C which joins the correspondingly colored points of C. Since C 
contains no pair of consecutive arcs of the same color, neither does D. 
THEOREM 9. If a digraph D is n-arc-colorable, it is 2”-colorable. 
Proof. Let the n arc-color classes be c, ,..., c, . Label each point of D 
with an n-tuple of O’s and l’s which is 0 in the i-th place if the point has 
indegree 0 in class ci , 1 if the point has outdegree 0 in ci , and 0 if both 
indegree and outdegree are 0 in ci (at least one must be, since C~ is a color 
class). Then no two points labeled with the same n-tuple are adjacent, and 
since there are 2” such n-tuples, all those points with the same n-tuple can 
be colored with the same color, giving a 2”-coloring. 
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The bound given in Theorem 9 is best possible as is shown by the 
next example. 
Let T be a tournament on 2n points, each labeled with one of the 2n 
possible n-tuples of O’s and 1’s. Let the arc ab be in T if and only if 
af = 0, bi = 1, where i is the smallest component index at which the 
n-tuples a = (a1 ,..., an) and b = (b, ,..., b,J disagree. If c1 ,..., c, are 
n colors, color an arc ub with color ck if the associated n-tuples disagree 
first in the k-th component. No consecutive arcs will be similarly colored, 
since if ab and bc are both in T and are both colored with ck, bk would 
have to be both 0 and 1. Since T is a tournament, coloring the points 
requires 2” colors, but T is n-arc-colored by the above process. 
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